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ABSTIUCT

A methodology has been established to predict the effect of atmospheric
corrosion on the reliability of plastic encapsulated microelectronic (PEM)
devices. New experimental techniques were developed to directly
characterize the Al/Au wirebond interface where corrosion primarily
occurs. A deterministic empirical model describing wirebond degradation
as a function of environmental conditions was generated. To demonstrate
how this model can be used to determine corrosion effects on device
reliability, a numerical simulation was performed on a three-lead voltage
reference device. Surface reaction rate constants, environmental variables
and the defect characteristics of the encapsulant were treated as distributed
parameters. A Sandia-developed analytical framework (ClU4X”) was
used to include uncertainty in the analysis and directly calculate reliability.

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric corrosion of microelectronic metallization is a degradation mode that
can adversely affect device or component reliability. Some applications (e.g. military,
aerospace, and surveillance) require high reliability under conditions of long term
dormant storage. Traditionally, this requirement has been satisfied by using ceramic
hermetic packages (CHP). The CHP provides a constant and benign internal environment
that is unlikely to cause corrosion. Primarily because of better availability and lower cost,
plastic-encapsulated microelectronic (PEM) devices are already replacing those made
with the CHP technology in many high-reliability components. This trend is expected to
continue. Significantly and contrary to CHP devices, the inherent moisture permeability
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of the plastic encapsulant ensures that the local metallization environment will not always
remain dry.

Over the past 20 years, the microelectronics industry has expended considerable
effort to assess and improve the reliability of PEM devices during normal use (powered
operation). Accelerated aging techniques have been developed in conjunction with simple
empirical statistical analyses, resulting in a relatively effective screening procedure for
production lot acceptability. Typical stress factors include humidity, temperature, and
importantly the application of a periodic bias voltage. The generally accepted form of the
empirical equation used to relate the acceleration factor (AF) to environmental factors
(humidity, temperature and bias voltage) is the following:

[1]

where T = temperature, RH = relative humidity, V= voltage, and E~,n, a, and b are
experimentally determined constants (l). Post-test analysis of aged devices has often
been limited to simply confirming a failure, not determining root cause. As such, the
ability to correlate the results with true service life or environmental conditions or to
identi~ actual failure mechanisms has not been developed to any significant extent.
Importantly, a number of field studies have been completed that suggest the operational
reliability of PEM devices may not be an issue. That is, PEM operational reliability
approaches that for hermetic packaged devices in many environments and actually
exceeds hermetic devices in some special environments (2).

Inmost consumer and industrial applications, electronics are continuously or at
least periodically electrically active. As such, the motivation to assess long-term dormant
storage reliability has not existed and the extent and impact of corrosion during these
periods is virtually unknown. Long-term storage is characterized by extended time
periods of electrical inactivity (lack of any sustained bias voltage) and the existence of a
dynamic and changing environment (contaminant levels, moisture, temperature). Relative
to corrosion, the absence of any bias voltage is important because of two opposing
effects. First, the bias is the driver for the electrolytic corrosion mechanisms (e.g.,
electromigration and electrolytic dissolution) typically observed in PEMs. Secondly, bias
produces beneficial ohmic heating that usually drives moisture out of the package and
thus can slow or stop the corrosion reaction. Given these factors, the accelerated aging
techniques and accepted statistical treatment associated with the operational phase are not
readily applicable to dormant storage conditions.

A project is now underway at Sandia to determine the effect of corrosion on
electronic component performance and reliability during extended dormant storage
periods. Because of the inherent complexity of the corrosion process, the initial effort has
concentrated on characterizing the intrinsic corrosion degradation behavior of the
principle susceptibility the unpassivated Al bondpad. That is, how does the bondpad
corrode without any plastic encapsulant present and which phenomenological level
processes are relevant? The next step is to include water and contaminant transport
processes within the encapsulant to determine how the local environment is modified.
Once a physical-based understanding of the corrosion process is obtained, a
phenomenological model can be developed. This continuum-level deterministic model
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can, in turn, be directly used in conjunction with uncertainty analysis and age-aware
electrical models to assess device reliability.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A Sandia-developed test chip (Figure la-lc) was used to monitor bondpad
corrosion as a fimction of time and exposure environment (l). This test chip (ATC2.6)
contains metallization features similar to those used in modem microelectronics. Gold
wires were thermosonically bonded to each Al bondpad of interest, along with 4 adjacent
pads to form the electrical structures depicted schematically in Figure ld. Two sets of
bondpads are found in each comer, providing a total of 8 resistance test structures on
each chip. As the center bondpad corrodes, its electrical resistance changes (the corrosion
metric). Figure ld also shows how a standard 4-point measurement of the series-parallel
combination of bondpad sheet resistance, Au ball bond resistance, and ball-to-pad
interracial resistance was measured. This “sheet” resistance is very sensitive to
degradation of the wirebond interface itself.

During the production of actual PEM devices, A1/Au intermetallic compounds form
at the Al/Au interface. A small amount forms during the thermosonic bonding process.
However, the majority of the intermetallic material is produced during the encapsulant
curing cycle. To simulate a typical cure-cycle heat treatment, the unencapsulated ATC
test devices were heat-treated for a nominal three-hour period at 175°C in a nitrogen-
atmosphere oven. To help determine the effect of the interrnetallic compounds by
increasing the amount of intermetallic present, additional devices were heat-treated for 24 .
hours.

(a)
———

(b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Sandia corrosion test device (ATC 2.6) and schematic of wirebond resistance
monitoring circuit: (a) the test die mo~ted in an unsealed 40-pin ceramic DIP
package, (b) the die and die cavity, (c) the wirebonds between the bondpads
and the chip carrier interconnects [duplicated in each comer], (d) the electrical
configuration used for 4-lead resistance measurements.

Two techniques were used to simulate the types of contaminants to which PEM IC
dies can be exposed. In the first (contamination during manufacture), NaCl was dissolved
in methanol and uniformly sprayed across the die surface and quickly dried. Aging was
then performed in a constant humidity/temperature chamber. The second contamination
procedure (industial environments) consisted of exposing test structures to a humidified,
constant flow of a relevant gas-phase contaminant (e.g., C12).To help ensure a constant
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contaminant level in the adsorbed water layer ([C12]=kHPcu),most aging tests pefiormed
to data used the gas-phase contaminant option. An environmental cell (Figure 2) was
attached to the top side of the test chips that allowed only the center portion of the test
device (Figure lb) to be exposed. Thus, the package leads and mating sockets were not
exposed to the corrosive gas. Resistance measurements were made continuously
throughout the test.
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Figure 2.
(a) (b)

Environmental cell and exposure system used to pefiorm accelerated aging of
PEM devices. The ATC test devices are mounted to a printed wiring board (a).
An environmental-flow chamber is attached with a hermetic seal to the top of
each device (b).

A major objective of the experimental aspects of this study is the formulation of a
physical-based understanding of the degradation process. A prime requirement then is to
develop a correlation between the resistance measurements and corrosion behavior. Some
of the initial work performed in this study led to two important discoveries relative to this
need: (1) corrosion of the Al bondpad is galvanically assisted by the presence of the Au
wirebond (no corrosion observed on unbended bondpads) and (2) corrosion initiates
directly under the wirebond, thus making it very difficult to directly observe the corrosion
process using conventional techniques (e.g. cross sectioning or direct microscopic
examination). The role of the A1/Au intermetallic compounds in the corrosion process
also could not be determined. To address these deficiencies, two new experimental
techniques were developed: (1) a novel sample preparation procedure to directly expose
the underside of the aluminum metallization, and (2) a SEM technique to explore
metallization structure as a fimction of depth. A short description of each procedure is as
follows:

● PEM Back Thinning – This technique consists of a non-invasive process
(relative to the Al metallization layer) to remove the die sub-structure from
the backside of the bondpad. If the die is not encapsulated (e.g. Figure la),
the package cavity is filled with 0.3 micron glass beads and the entire
package assembly is then potted with low shrinkage epoxy. The die portion is
then sectioned out and majority of the die structure is mechanically removed
by lapping to a thickness of approximately 25 microns. A final mechanical
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polish removes lapping striations from the backside of the die, and produces
a flat, uniform ‘surface. At this point, the surface consists of a layer of silicon
on top of Si02 with the metal traces below the Si02 layer. The final removal
of the silicon is accomplished using a dry plasma etch (CF4) process, which
required up to 10 hours of etch time. After complete removal of the silicon
substrate, a wet buffered oxide etch is used to remove the Si02 layer and
directly expose the metal traces.

. SEM Imaging– A complimentary SEM-based technique was developed to
characterize the A1/Au wirebond area exposed using the back-thinning
procedure. Images were obtained at a variety of accelerating voltages. At
low accelerating voltages, for example 1 kV, the information in the resulting
image comes from a depth of no greater than about 0.01 micrometers. At
higher accelerating voltages the information comes from much greater
depths. For example at 30 kV the information in the image comes from
regions as deep as 2.5 micrometers. Thus, a series of images at increasing
accelerating voltages can yield three-dimensional information about the
Al/Au interface that is not directly visible at the surface of the back-thinned
sample.

C-CTERIZATION OF CORROSION PROCESS

The techniques described in the previous paragraph were applied to a number of
uncorroded and corroded samples. Typical bondpad struc~es are shown in Figure 3. The
square pads visible in (a) are the Al bondpads (see Figures lC and ld for reference). Thin
Al voltage tap traces can be seen interconnecting some of the pads. The brighter circular
patterns in the center of the pads are layers of A1/Au intermetallic formed during bonding
and heat treating. Several intermetallic compounds are possible, but all are Au-rich, and
are expected to be electrochemically noble relative to the Al bondpad (3,4). Note that
considerable variability exists in the distribution and structure of the intermetallic phases
even on adjacent wirebonds. This observation may contribute to the stochastic nature of
the corrosion process to be discussed in the next section. The SEM images in Figure 3b
show the structure of the wirebond as a fimction of depth (imaging from 0.05pm through
25pm). In the first image (0.05 pm deep, only the Al pad and the very bottom of the
intermetallic are visible. As the sampling thickness increases, more of the intermetallic
and the underlying Au ball become visible.

Figure 4 shows how the intermetallic compound grows as a fimction of heat
treatment at 175C. With no heat treatment, only a small amount of intermetallic has
grown through the Al layer (Figure 4a). After 24 hours at temperature, essentially the
entire Al/Au interface layer is composed of intermetallic (Figure 4c). At three hours, a
substantial portion is intermetallic, but there is still some Al present (Figure 4b). One
characteristic of the bonding process appears to be the formation of an unreacted band of
aluminum near the center of the wirebond (corresponds to a physical gap in the bonding
head). This region is visible, even in the 24-hr heat-treat sample. It is possible that this
region plays a role in the corrosion process, providing a quantity of the more reactive Al
and a crevice that can act as a site for water condensation.
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(a)

Figure 3. Image of a corrosion test device after back-thinning. Optical photograph (a)
is of one comer of the die. SEM images of one of the bondpads are presented
in (b). Note in (a) the variety in the amount and distribution of intermetallic
compound from bondpad to bondpad. This device was given a baseline 3-
hour heat treatment. ,

(a) (c)

“Figure 4. SEM images for uncorroded wirebonds following heat treatment at 175°C for
various times. All images were obtained using 20kV excitation voltage
(penetration depth -1 pm).

As noted in the previous section, the back-thinning and SEM analysis procedures
were developed primarily to permit the corrosion process (initiation and propagation) to
be characterized and to provide a correlation of the extent of corrosion with the electrical
resistance metric. Analysis of these images suggests that corrosion is concentrated under
the wirebond and propagates along an A1/intennetallic interface. An example of the
correlation between resistance and corrosion is presented in Figure 5 in which a plot of
resistance as a fimction of time is shown together with SEM images of three of the 8
bondpads. The bondpad with the highest resistance change value (bondpad 22) is in the
upper left. Evidence of corrosion (depletion of aluminum) is visible around the perimeter
of the bondpad as darker areas next to the bright interrnetallic. Using this with other SEM
imaging results, it appears that the corrosion initiated next to the intermetallic and then
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spread outward. The image in the upper right (bondpad 1) exhibits much less attack of the
Al film. There is some attack between the 1 and 3 o’clock position, and a small amount at
7 o’clock. Both the resistance change and extent of attack were much less than for
bondpad 22. The third image is for bondpad 12. The only evidence of corrosion can be
seen at about 7 o’clock. From these results, it appears that the process of back-thinning
followed by SEM imaging provides a means to directly observe the corrosion of A1/Au
wirebonds. The next step is to improve the correlation between the imaging and the
resistance measurements.

35.0 r
s 30.0 1-

.
% 25.0
s
g 20.0
a)
~ 15.0
m
“~ 10.0
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E 5.0

1.0 2.0 3.’0 4.0

Time, days

Figure 5. Resistance change data and associated SEM images fi-oman ATC device
corroded in flowing exposure system. Arrows associate curves with imaged
bondpads

KINETICS AND MODELING

The resistance change kinetic response of the test structures to a variety of
environmental conditions (humidity, temperature, contaminant concentration) and
metallization heat treatments (intermetallic quantity& distribution) is being measured.
Typically, highly accelerated conditions (relatively large contaminant concentrations of
10 – 100 ppb) have been used during these initial studies (associated acceleration factors
may be >>100). Typical responses are shown in Figure 6. In general, a time lag occurs
prior to any significant resistance change (probable initiation event). Then the resistance
change increases continuously to levels of about 20°/0to 80°/0at which point rapid
wirebond failure occurs. This behavior is consistent with SEM results (Figures 5 and 6).
Localized corrosion (ditching) of the Al initiates immediately adjacent to areas of the
intermetallic, causing the sheet resistance to increase. As the corrosion progresses,
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ligaments of Al are left electrically joining the bondpad and Au ball. Because the
resistance is a fi.mctionof the ligament length and cross-sectional area, plateaus in the
resistance data occur. Once a localized region of the ligament finally corrodes through,
the sheet resistance jumps to a higher value. Eventually, the entire region around the
wirebond corrodes, causing an electrical open.

The effect of chlorine concentration on corrosion rate can be seen by comparing
Figure 6a with Figure 6b. As expected, increasing the oxidant and depassivating [C12]
results in an increase in the corrosion rate. The overall rate increased by a factor of >50
when the [C12]increased from 10 to 100 ppb. Figure 6b vs. 6Cshows the effect of relative
humidity on the corrosion rate for the Au/Al wirebonds. The rate increases by a factor of
>100 when the humidity increases fi-om300/0to 70°/0.Such a dramatic effect is consistent
with typical atmospheric corrosion behavior that exhibits a sigmoidal response to
humidity. At higher humidity levels, the adsorbed water layer probably behaves as a
quasi-liquid rather than an adsorbed gas, leading to increased conductivity, more reactant
availability and higher corrosion rates (4).

Finally, a comparison of Figure 6b with 6d shows the effect of the Au/Al
interrnetallic on the corrosion process. In Figure 6b, the sample given the baseline heat
treatment of 3 hrs at 175°C (Figure 5 for comparison). The inset in Figure 6d (no heat
treatment) shows an expanded view of the data. Clearly the absence of the intermetallic
accelerates the corrosion process. This occurrence is likely due to the increased corrosion
resistance of the intermetallic over that for the predominant pure Al. When the
intermetallic forms, it replaces much of the Al near the center of the bondpad. As shown
in Figure 3 for the 3-hr treatment, there is little or no Al left under the intermetallic near
the center of the bondpad. Thus, in order to cause an open circuit or a significant change
in resistance, the intermetallic itself must corrode.

Following the initiation period and for the constant environmental conditions used
and the extent of corrosion observed, a roughly linear kinetic relationship exists. There is
scatter in these rate data between the individual bondpads, which could be due to
unidentified geometric effects (bond location, water condensation, intermetallic
differences, galvanic interactions) or possibly even the stochastic nature of the Al
corrosion process itself. By performing a multi-variable analysis on the kinetic resistance-
change data, the following empirical deterministic equation was derived and values for
each of the specific parameters determined:

~t =koPc12~-exP[-(:]]}exP[-*] [21
d@RIRO)

where ZWRO is the change in wirebond resistance, kOis the surface reaction rate constant,
PC,,is the concentration of gaseous chlorine, H is the relative humidity, E= is the

activation energy, and T is the temperature.
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PEM ATC 325: CI=IO ppb; T=24C; 70% RH
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(d)
Figure 6. Resistance change data for PEM devices exposed to flowkg moist air

containing 10-100 ppb levels of chlorine gas.

RELIABILITY PREDICTION

Meaningful predictions of corrosion effects must use mathematical models that are physics
based. At this point, the deterministic bondpad-corrosion model described in the previous
section is, in essence, still empirical. Many processes exist that still need to be
characterized and acceleration factors must be verified. Nevertheless, several benefits can
be obtained by exercising this model now in an electrical-component reliability
calculation. These include demonstratinghow stochasticcorrosioninformationcan be
effectivelyused and providingimmediatefeedbackfor improving the selection of needed
experiments, adequate time for identifying and addressing unique numerical needs (e.g.,
incorporating time-variant environmental data), and a focal point for achieving the
ultimate objective of this work.

Once the deterministic model describing the degradation in bondpad resistance has
been formulated, it can be used to assess reliability of a given device or circuit. Because
equation [2] is for bare, unencapsulated wirebond devices, a term must be included to
include the effect of the plastic encapsulant on the corrosion process. By making the
justified assumption that corrosion will only occur below defects in the plastic, a simple
addition of a defect identity function (1)yields the following equation:
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2{ [-[9]}.+*] [31
=I(defects)koPc~ l–exp

dt

This equation now contains four distributed parameters: I, k., T and H and, in addition,
the temperature (1) and relative humidity (~ are time dependant.

Because corrosion is not a deterministic process, any effective model must
incorporate uncertainty. During wirebond corrosion (and most other types of real
processes), there are four major sources or categories of uncertainty

1.

2.

3.

4.

External - Environmental factors such as humidity and temperature. These
parameters must be treated as time-variant distributions.
Internal - Materials properties, including wirebond geometry and placement,
amount of intermetallic formed, crevice dimensions, physical properties,
impurity distribution, and grain size and structure.
Physical model - Because of the simplicity of the physical model used to assess
reliability, the model itself is a source of uncertainty.
Observational - This includes systematic and random errors associated with
making measurements.

To incorporate uncertainty into the reliability prediction, a Sandia-developed
CRAX software package that employs advanced computational reliability techniques was
used (5). The CRAX computational technique normally utilizes supplied physical models
(in this case, the empirical equation 3 model) and probability theory. S+pplied
distributions of the random variables is then used to mathematically describe the
uncertainty.

To demonstrate how the deterministic model can be used to directly calculate
reliability, an aging simulation was petiormed on a 3-lead LM1 85 voltage reference
device (Figure 7). Failure criteria must be determined using an analysis of an electrical
circuit model, and can vary greatly from application to application. The environments
used for the simulation included the desert, the gulf coast and the arctic. Figure 8 shows
how temperature and relative humidity vary throughout the year for three selected
locations. The data represent an average of 65 years of measurements. In addition to the
average, or mean value presented in the plots, the data actually contain daily distributions
with a mean and standard deviation. The only contaminant was chlorine gas, whose
concentration (1’cf2)was considered to be constant throughout an aging exposure. Values
for the distributed parameter k., and the deterministic ~ and q (humidity), and E.
(activation energy) were calculated using averaged rate constants from our kinetic
experiments. The bondpad failure criterion was conservatively chosen using a PSPICE
simulation of the LM185 device fimction.

An example of the type of result produced is presented in Figure 9. The Gulf Coast
clearly provides the most aggressive environment of the three considered. This is likely
due to the relative constant and high humidity encountered. The other two locations
(desert and arctic) produced similar results in the simulation. Comparing the two, the
arctic saw a lower temperature, but a higher relative humidity. The two effects countered
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each other and gave similar corrosion rates. One real conclusion that can already be
drawn based on the required time scale is that the reliability of these devices should be
quite high in any environment. In addition, informative parametric sensitivity studies can
be performed (Figure 9b) showing how changes in environment and physical
configuration can influence the calculated reliability.
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Figure 7. Device diagram and schematic for voltage reference device
calculations.
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Figure 8. Distributions of temperature and relative humidity for three locations. Values
are based on an average of 65 years of data.
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Figure 9. Reliability calculations applying CRAX to the deterministic model. In (a),
the effect of environment is presented, while (b) shows how variations in
environmental and physical parameters affect reliability.
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SUMMARY

Atmospheric corrosion of A1/Auwirebonds can adversely affect the performance
of electronic circuits, and can ultimately lead to electrical failure. The objective of the
study described in this paper is to quantitatively determine the effect of corrosion on the
reliability of microelectronic devices during long-term dormant storage. Significant
technical progress has been made on the following two topics: (1) bondpad-degradation
kinetics and mechanisms, and (2) analytical techniques to predict corrosion effects on
reliability. The governing deterministic corrosion equation must be refined to better
incorporate mechanistic itiormation, to encompass a larger environmental parameter
range, to address the effect of intermetallic growth, and to address the cause of the non-
intrinsic rate constant variability. The most notable advancement involved the
identification of the role of the intermetallic compounds and an associated development
of two novel techniques to directly characterize bondpad degradation. Using these
techniques, we found that corrosion is concentrated under the wirebond and propagates
along an A1/intermetallic interface. In addition, considerable variability exists in the
distribution and structure of the intermetallic phases, suggesting that the observed
stochastic nature of corrosion may actually be the result of manufacturing process
variability. The CRAX computational reliability techniques were successfully applied to
a deterministic bondpad corrosion model. An aging simulationofanLM185 voltage
reference device was then performed for three environments using parameters calculated
from kinetic experiments. h addition to demonstrating the usefulness of the selected
approach, this simulation showed that the reliability of these devices should be adequate
for most applications.
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